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ABSTRACT: Quantum communication as well as integrated
photonic circuits require single photons propagating in a welldeﬁned Gaussian mode. However, tailoring the emission mode to a
Gaussian remains an unsolved challenge for solid-state quantum
emitters due to their random positioning in the host material or
photonic structure. Here, we overcome these limitations by
embedding a semiconductor quantum dot in a tapered nanowire
waveguide. Owing to the deterministic positioning of the emitter in
the waveguide, we demonstrate a Gaussian emission proﬁle in the
far ﬁeld. Hence, we further couple the emission into a single-mode
optical ﬁber with a record eﬃciency of 93%, thereby addressing a
major hurdle for practical implementation of single photon sources
in emerging photonic technologies.
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coupling single photons to a single-mode ﬁber with negligible
insertion losses.
The scanning electron micrograph of Figure 1a presents our
system: a bottom-up grown InP nanowire, with an ultrasmooth
tapered tip (1°), containing a single InAsP quantum dot.
Typical nanowire length of the investigated nanowires is 5 ± 2
μm. Importantly, the site-selective growth with only one
quantum dot per nanowire waveguide allows us to select single
emitters and image their emission proﬁle down to the single
exciton level. Details on the precise positioning of the quantum
dot and the bottom-up growth technique can be found
elsewhere.2,7,8
We ﬁrst investigate the spatial distribution of the quantum
dot emission in the far ﬁeld depending on the dipole
orientation associated with the ground state exciton transition.
We model a single exciton conﬁned in the quantum dot as an
electrical dipole positioned exactly on the nanowire axis and
calculate numerically the emission proﬁle propagating upward
from the nanowire tip in the far ﬁeld using ﬁnite diﬀerence time
domain (FDTD) simulations. The near ﬁeld solutions of the
electromagnetic ﬁeld are decomposed and projected to the far
ﬁeld by a set of plane waves propagating at diﬀerent angles. The
projection functions yield the electromagnetic ﬁeld distribution
on a plane positioned in the far ﬁeld as a function of the

T

he most established method to date in order to achieve a
very bright single-photon source using nanowires is by
coupling the quantum dot emission to the fundamental
waveguide mode and to shape the tip of the nanowire for
eﬃciently directing the single photons toward the collection
optics.1−3 Two alternative routes have been experimentally
realized for out-coupling of the light. The ﬁrst strategy is to
shape the nanowire tip with a narrow taper.4 This narrow taper
gradually transfers the guided mode from inside the nanowire
waveguide to outside, thus avoiding reﬂections at the
semiconductor−air interface. The expanded mode also reduces
the far ﬁeld emission angle, which enables eﬃcient light
collection with limited numerical aperture optics. This gradual
transfer of the light from the guided mode to the far ﬁeld
exhibits the best performance at very small tapering angles,5 i.e.,
the transmission is approximately 100% for angles smaller than
2°. These very small angles are currently state-of-the-art and are
only achievable by growing the nanowire structure with
bottom-up techniques.2 Alternatively, the nanowire can be
shaped with a trumpet-like microstructure with the base being
smaller than the tip.6 In this case, the guided mode expands
inside the waveguide before being transmitted to the far ﬁeld.
Both approaches promise a Gaussian emission proﬁle, which is
ideal for coupling to single-mode ﬁbers for long distance
communication. In this work, we measure the photoluminescence intensity of individual quantum dots in tapered
nanowire waveguides in the Fourier space. An excellent overlap
of the emission with a Gaussian proﬁle is ﬁrst imaged with
Fourier spectroscopy and subsequently demonstrated by
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the fundamental waveguide mode. In this latter case, the
emission propagates through nonguided leaky channels,
resulting in an emission pattern having a minimum intensity
at k∥ = (kx2 + ky2)1/2 = 0 and maximum intensity for k∥ = 0.34
(which corresponds to an angle of ∼20° with the nanowire
axis), as shown in Figure 1e. Moreover, because of this weak
coupling to guided modes, the integrated electric ﬁeld intensity
in the far ﬁeld is 11 times lower for the parallel dipole
conﬁguration as compared to a perpendicular dipole, which is
in agreement with the inhibition of the spontaneous emission
that is observed for suppressed waveguide conditions.7,11
In Figure 2 we present the far ﬁeld emission proﬁle of a
single quantum dot in a tapered nanowire waveguide obtained

Figure 1. Tapered nanowire waveguide. (a) Scanning electron
micrograph of a nanowire waveguide containing a single quantum
dot on its axis. Nanowire diameter ∼200 nm, tapering angle ∼1°. Scale
bar is 0.5 μm. (b,c) Schematics of waveguide containing a
perpendicular (b) or parallel (c) dipole used for FDTD simulations
of the emission proﬁle in the far ﬁeld. Results are shown in the lower
panel for (d) perpendicular and (e) parallel dipole. The intensity of
the electric ﬁeld, E, is normalized to the maximum intensity of panel d
for both simulations. kx and ky indicate the momentum in a plane
perpendicular to the nanowire axis.

Figure 2. Fourier imaging of single quantum emitter. (a) Typical
photoluminescence spectrum of a single quantum dot in a nanowire
waveguide well-below exciton saturation. Inset shows typical
antibunching of the second order intensity correlation function for
the single exciton line (green) and ﬁt to the data (yellow, g(2)(0) =
0.05). (b) Schematics of the Fourier microscopy setup. An image of
the objectve back-focal plane, containing the Fourier-space information on the emitter, is acquired on a silicon CCD. (c) Far ﬁeld
emission proﬁle measured via Fourier imaging from the spectrum in
panel a. Most of the photoluminescence is collected around k = 0,
which indicates a perpendicular orientation of the dipole with respect
to the waveguide axis.

emission angle or k vector. We use nanowire dimensions that
correspond to the experimentally investigated ones: diameter,
D = 200 nm, 1° taper at the tip, and emission wavelength λ =
950 nm. The refractive index of InP at 950 nm is 3.37 and the
dispersion relations used in the simulations are obtained from
ref 9. As observed in Figure 1a, the gold droplet of 20 nm in
diameter, which has catalyzed the nanowire growth, is found at
the tip of the nanowire. Because of the nanometric thickness
and the negligible area compared to the guided mode, the gold
droplet is omitted from the calculations. We consider two
orthogonal orientations of the dipole: perpendicular (Figure
1b) or parallel (Figure 1c) to the nanowire axis. The direction
of the electrical dipole is shown schematically in Figure 1b,c as
a double sided arrow. In Figure 1d,e we present the calculated
electric ﬁeld intensity of the far ﬁeld at the top of the nanowire
for the conﬁgurations displayed in Figure 1b,c, respectively.
When the quantum dot dipole is oriented perpendicular to
the nanowire axis (Figure 1d), an excellent coupling (β > 95%)
of the quantum dot emission to the fundamental waveguide
mode is achieved.10 At optimum waveguide conditions, the
quantum dot emission is guided along the nanowire, adiabatically transferred to the far ﬁeld and the larger fraction of this
light is collected at small angles. In contrast, the emission of a
dipole oriented along the nanowire axis couples very poorly to

by Fourier imaging. The emission spectrum of the quantum dot
at 5 K is displayed in Figure 2a. A single peak is observed that is
attributed to the recombination of a single exciton in the
quantum dot s-shell. We verify the single photon statistics with
the correlation measurement shown in the inset.
Operation of the Fourier microscopy technique used to
measure the single quantum dot angular emission distribution
is explained in the schematics of Figure 2b. The quantum dot
emission is collected with a high numerical aperture (NA = 0.8)
objective with the emitter positioned at the objective focus. As a
consequence, the Fourier-plane information on the emitter is
obtained at the back-focal plane of the objective,12−15 where the
angular distribution of collected photons is set by their k-vector
in the reciprocal space. In order to measure the light intensity
distribution in the Fourier-space of the quantum dot, we image
the back-focal plane of the objective onto a CCD forming a socalled Fourier image.
We position a lens of focal distance f in the middle of the
objective and CCD camera as displayed in Figure 2b. Thus, the
back-focal plane of the objective is reproduced onto the CCD
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Figure 3. Near-unity Gaussian emission proﬁle of single-mode nanowire waveguide. (a) Three-dimensional image of the emission proﬁle for D/λ =
0.21. The intensity of the PL collected as a function of kx and ky is both color-coded and displayed on the z-axis. The emission proﬁle has a Gaussian
shape and matches very well the calculated proﬁle for a taper length of 1 μm, shown in panel b. (c) The overlap integral of the emission proﬁle from
panel a with the Gaussian mode of a single-mode ﬁber is 98.8 ± 0.1%. The excellent overlap is exhibited by a 2D cut through the measured proﬁle
from panel a, in blue color, compared with the guided mode in the ﬁber displayed in red.

spatial proﬁle of the emission in the far ﬁeld. First, we calculate
the available guided modes in the nanostructure. Figure 4a

with a one to one image, thereby mapping the emission
intensity as a function of k coordinates without altering the
emission proﬁle information via transmission through the
optical setup. The black dashed lines indicate how the Fourier
image is formed on the CCD by classic ray-optics description.
The angular distribution of the single exciton photoluminescence, presented in Figure 2a, is shown in the color
plot of Figure 2c. The intensity of collected photoluminescence
(PL) is mapped out in the Fourier-plane of the quantum
emitter. We observe that most of the light is collected at small
k, corresponding to a small angular distribution. This result is in
excellent agreement with the numerical simulations presented
in Figure 1d and conﬁrms that the electrical dipole associated
with a single exciton in the quantum dot is oriented
perpendicular to the nanowire axis. We note here that
measuring a single quantum emitter in the Fourier space is a
technical challenge, which is overcome with two crucial
ingredients. First, the brightness of the source, which is
described in our previous work,2 allows for a high count-rate
per pixel to image the emission proﬁle of a single quantum dot.
Second, the site-selected growth technique that we employ
allows for a single quantum dot per nanowire waveguide, and
thus, only a single emitter is addressed with a nearly diﬀractionlimited laser spot. This latter feature is of special importance for
Fourier imaging because in order to conserve the k-vector of
the photons, no diﬀraction grating can be utilized for the
spectral ﬁltering of the emission lines.
Figure 3a (b) shows the measured (calculated) 3D far ﬁeld
emission proﬁle of a single quantum dot in a tapered nanowire
waveguide. The experimental results are in excellent agreement
with the numerical calculations. Remarkably, the 3D plot
evidence that the quantum dot emission proﬁle in the far ﬁeld is
a Gaussian, with an overlap integral of 98.8 ± 0.1% with the
guided mode of a single-mode ﬁber. The overlap is shown in
Figure 3c, a 2D cut through the measured proﬁle (blue) in
spatial coordinates as compared to the mode of a single-mode
ﬁber designed for 950 nm (mode ﬁeld diameter of 5.6 μm).
Typically, we observe an average overlap exceeding 97% on
several nanowire waveguides operating in the single-mode
regime, thus outperforming photonic crystal cavities.14,16
Compared to photonic crystals, nanowire waveguides have
the additional advantage of having a single emitter per
waveguide, which is deterministically coupled to the waveguide
mode and thus the possibility of fabricating arrays of single
photon emitters.
As a function of the nanowire diameter, more than one order
of waveguide modes becomes allowed in the nanowire.17 We
now investigate the inﬂuence of the nanowire diameter on the

Figure 4. Nanowire waveguide modes. (a) Conﬁned guided modes in
a nanowire waveguide at varying nanowire diameter. For D/λ below
0.23 the nanowire supports only a single guided mode (HE11) and
becomes a multimode waveguide for higher diameters. The ﬁrst two
higher order modes: TE01 and TM01 are shown. Calculations give
equal mode conﬁnement using hexagonal or circular cross sections,17
for a side s of the hexagon such that 2s = 1.14 × D. The spatial
distribution of the electric ﬁeld of the modes inside the waveguide is
shown in panel b. (c) Far ﬁeld emission pattern of s-shell
luminescence from for increasing waveguide diameters. The emission
increasingly loses aﬃnity with a Gaussian proﬁle as the nanowire
diameter is enlarged.

shows a calculation of the eﬀective refractive index for the ﬁrst
three guided modes as a function of the nanowire waveguide
diameter, D, and the photon wavelength, λ. For diameters
around 0.2λ, the nanowire is a single-mode waveguide since
only propagation of the fundamental guided mode, HE11, is
supported. Note that the HE11 mode comprises two orthogonal
components that in a circularly symmetric waveguide are
degenerate. At a larger nanowire diameter, the nanowire
becomes a multimode waveguide. We show the ﬁrst two
allowed higher order modes, namely, the TE01 and TM01. The
intensity distribution of the electric ﬁeld in the TE01 and TM01
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Figure 5. Coupling to single-mode ﬁber. (a) Experiment schematics. In blue, the photoluminescence (PL) is collected in free-space via mirror M1
and M4. Alternatively, in red, the PL is collected via M2, coupled to a single-mode optical ﬁber (SMF) and directed to the spectrometer via M3. (b)
Comparison of PL counts measured via free-space collection (blue) or via a single-mode ﬁber (red) on the same CCD. Spectra are horizontally oﬀset
for clarity. From the peak integrated count-rate averaged over multiple spectra and two separate coupling attempts we obtain 93 ± 3% coupling
eﬃciency.

on the nanowire diameter as a consequence of the coupling to
waveguide modes in the nanowire. For D/λ lower than 0.23,
the nanowire supports only the fundamental waveguide mode,
HE11, characterized by a Gaussian proﬁle. Importantly, this
Gaussian proﬁle is maintained in the far ﬁeld due to the
ultrasmooth tapering toward the nanowire tip. Hence, the
quantum dot emission couples into a single-mode ﬁber with a
record eﬃciency of 93 ± 3% coupling eﬃciency. Our results
lead the way for the implementation of semiconductor light
sources in ﬁber-based quantum cryptography20 and communication,21−24 as well as integrated circuits25,26 for processing
quantum algorithms27 using single photons. Moreover, the siteselected growth method provides Gaussian emission without
postgrowth processing and the possibility of realizing large
arrays of independently ﬁber-coupled bright single photon
sources.

guided modes is displayed in Figure 4b for a nanowire crosssection of D/λ = 0.3.
In Figure 4c we plot four Fourier images obtained by
collecting the s-shell photoluminescence of individual quantum
dots located in nanowires with increasing diameters. We
observe that as a function of the nanowire diameter, the
coupling of the quantum dot emission to diﬀerent waveguide
modes modiﬁes the far ﬁeld emission pattern. When only the
HE11 mode is supported by the nanowire waveguide (D/λ <
0.23), the far ﬁeld emission is Gaussian. As the nanowire
diameter is enlarged and the nanowire becomes a multimode
waveguide, we observe an increase in PL collected at higher
angles. The emission pattern ﬂattens for D/λ = 0.25 and
assumes a subtle doughnut proﬁle at D/λ = 0.27. This deviation
from Gaussian proﬁle observed for large nanowire diameters is
attributed to the coupling of the quantum dot emission to the
TE01 and TM01 waveguide modes.
We ﬁnally illustrate the practicality in coupling the Gaussian
emission from the tapered nanowire waveguide to a singlemode ﬁber. We couple the single photon emission into an
antireﬂection coated optical ﬁber using a 5× Olympus long
working distance plan achromat objective (NA of 0.1) with
transmission optimized for the near-infrared wavelength range.
In order to determine the coupling eﬃciency, we measure the
single quantum dot PL intensity either with or bypassing the
single-mode ﬁber coupling optics and detecting the photons on
a CCD camera after ﬁltering individual exciton lines with a
high-resolution single grating spectrometer. The schematics of
the experiment is shown in Figure 5a. The integrated PL countrate that we observe via the ﬁber (red curve in Figure 5b) is 93
± 3% of that measured by free-space propagation (blue
spectrum). The eﬃciency is obtained from peak integrated
counts averaged over multiple spectra and from two separate
coupling attempts. This measured eﬃciency compares with
45% reported for self-assembled quantum dots in planar
cavities18 and with 70% estimated for quantum dots in
micropillar cavities.19 Remarkably, the Gaussian proﬁle
provided by nanowire waveguides enables us for extending
ﬁber-coupling eﬃciency toward unity within still remaining
technological limitations of commercially available optical
components.
We have measured the far ﬁeld emission proﬁle of individual
quantum dots in tapered nanowire waveguides by imaging the
photoluminescence intensity distribution in Fourier-space. Our
ﬁndings indicate that the angular emission distribution depends
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